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Description
Field of the Invention
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[0001] The present invention relates, generally, to communication systems and, more specifically, to a method of
generating a time domain random signal, a device, a system and a time domain random signal itself.
Background of the Invention
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[0002] Among others, for testing communication systems and communication equipment, such asxDSL transceivers
and cables or networks, test signals are needed for stressing the communication system and the communication devices
in a manner that is representative to actual deployment scenarios, with large numbers of systems or system devices
per cable.
[0003] By measuring the transmission performance of the system or system device under realistic (noisy) test conditions, one can improve the design of the system or devices and/or prove that their performance is compliant with
standards, such as issued by ETSI, ITU or ANSI or other (tele) communication bodies.
[0004] A method of executing such performance tests is to generate a signal which is known as impairment. More
specifically, impairment can be subdivided into:
(i) cross-talk noise, having a noise profile characterized by a spectral envelope and spectral amplitude distribution
e. g. from neighboringxDSL systems;
(ii) ingress noise, composed of discrete frequency components, also calledrf-tones, having a noise profile characterized by a number of discrete frequency components and spectral amplitude, modulation depth and modulation
width parameters originating from radio and amateur broadcasting, for example, and
(iii) impulse noise characterized by signal pulses caused by switching operations and components for example.
[0005] In the case of ingress noise, the frequency may vary (sweep) in time.
[0006] A device for generating impairment is known as an impairment generator and is arranged, in particular for use
in or on communication systems, for generating at least one of said cross-talk noise and ingress noise.
[0007] In practice, for testing whether communication systems and communication devices are compliant with standards, various noise profiles have been defined which, among others, vary in accordance with system parameters such
as the length and number of wire pairs in a communication cable and the transmission data rate, for example.
[0008] Further, each different type or length of a transmission medium such as a cable, a copper cable or an optical
fiber or other cable type, request a different noise signal.
[0009] Methods and devices for generating noise profiles are known in the art. In particular, filtering techniques and
filters are known for generating noise from an input signal providing an output signal having a particular spectral envelope
and spectral amplitude distribution.
[0010] However, by using filtering techniques and filters, a causal relationship is established between the input signal
and the output signal. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that such a type of signal is less suitable for a realistic
imitation of real operational communication systems and communication devices.
[0011] WO00/16181 discloses a method and a device for generating a random time domain signal approaching a
predetermined histogram of amplitudes. In a first step, the signal is created by filtering a noise signal, such as a white
noise signal, thereby producing a signal having a predetermined spectral envelope. In a next step, a non-linear function
is applied to the filtered noise signal, so as to produce the required time domain signal approaching the predetermined
histogram of amplitudes. In a further step, pulse response filtering is applied to the time domain signal, to correct its
spectral envelope and to obtain an output signal having a required spectral envelope. Both, the non-linear function and
the pulse response filtering function are special functions selected in accordance with the spectral envelope to be provided.
[0012] WO 00/16181 is limited in the sense that there is only provided a time domain signal only having a predetermined
spectral envelope. WO00/16181 is silent with respect to other quality criterion’s to be imposed on the time domain signal
to be provided, among others phase properties.
[0013] FR 2783374 discloses generation of a noise signal with a certain spectral envelope by using time domain
filtering. Likewise GB 2031197discloses generation of random noise with a controlled spectral envelope. time domain
filtering is used to control the spectral envelope.
[0014] US 4,317,214 discloses a method of testing communication systems by means of the addition of jamming
signals. A plurality of interference generators is used. As examples of interference white noise, pseudo random interference pulses, sawtooth or comb interference are mentioned. No description is given of how these signals are generated.
[0015] A PCM regenerator test set for testing PCM regenerators in telecommunications lines is disclosed in an article
(EPO reference XP002164179) titled "Improvements in P.C.M. regenerator testing", published in Marconi instrumenta-
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tion, vol 14, no 2, August 1973, pages 39-42. This test set comprises a noise generator followed by a filter and a circuit
for injecting noise in a tests signal for a PCM regenerator. The filter has an attenuation-frequency dependence similar
to that of crosstalk signals near the PCM regenerator. No description is given of the implementation of the filter.
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Summary of the Invention
[0016] It is an object of the present invention to provide an improved signal for use with communication systems and
communication devices, in particular for testing such systems and devices in accordance with predefined (standardized)
noise profiles.
[0017] The invention provides for a method according to claim 1.
[0018] The traditional way of modifying the envelope of a spectrum is the usage of a digital filter bank. This is far from
ideal since, for the purpose of the present invention, no causal relationship between the represented first signal and the
signal to be provided has to be established. This understanding of matters in accordance with the present invention
simplifies the approach of frequency shaping significantly.
[0019] Starting from a first signal having random phase properties, frequency shaping of the represented first signal
may be an adequate operation to provide a signal meeting the predefined quality criteria, for example. Frequency shaping
in accordance with the present invention can be performed in several ways.
[0020] In an embodiment of the invention, the first signal is represented by a first set of numbers specifying a spectral
amplitude and phase of each frequency component. Scaling of the spectral amplitude of each frequency component
suffices to effect frequency shaping of the represented signal in the frequency domain, while maintaining the random
phase properties of the signal.
[0021] In a further embodiment of the invention, the first signal is represented by a second set of complex numbers
having a real part and an imaginary part, which parts in combination specify a spectral amplitude and phase of each
frequency component. Frequency shaping is effected by adequately scaling the complex numbers, however such to
maintain random phase properties after scaling of the represented first signal.
[0022] In a yet further embodiment of the invention, the first signal is represented by a third set of numbers each
specifying an amplitude of the first signal in the time domain. By transforming this third set of numbers from the time
domain into the frequency domain using, for example, a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm, the first signal is
represented by a fourth set of numbers specifying a spectral amplitude and phase of each frequency component. This
fourth set of numbers can be further processed by a frequency shaping operation, as disclosed above in connection
with the first set of numbers.
[0023] However, the third set of numbers may also be transformed, in accordance with the invention, from the time
domain into the frequency domain for representing the first signal by a fifth set of complex numbers having a real part
and an imaginary part. As disclosed above, for the purpose of frequency shaping, the fifth set of complex numbers has
to be adequately scaled.
[0024] In the case of a represented first signal having non-random phase properties, random phase properties can
be approached by properly arranging the second, fourth and fifth set of numbers.
[0025] Scaling in the frequency domain can be invoked by multiplication operations, using real or complex scaling
factors. The scaling factor for multiplication of the spectral amplitude of a frequency component is found by dividing its
desired value by its actual spectral amplitude.
[0026] In accordance with a further embodiment of the method according to the invention, in order to achieve a closer
match to the or each predefined quality criterion, post-processing of the processed represented first signal is provided.
[0027] For use in or on a communications system in accordance with the present invention, however, the represented
first signal thus arranged in the frequency domain has to be transformed into the time domain using, for example, an
Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) algorithm.
[0028] Further, the processing steps disclosed above may also a include operations such as convolution or deconvolution or multiplication or add-on of signals. In the time domain, the processed represented first signal meeting the or
each predefined quality criterion may be represented among others by a sixth set of numbers in the time domain.
[0029] However, with the above approach the signal provided, meeting a quality criterion in the frequency domain,
such as a predefined envelope of spectral amplitudes and random phase properties, may not yet meet a quality criterion
in the time domain, such as a predefined time domain amplitude distribution.
[0030] In a yet further embodiment of the method according to the invention, the or each predefined quality criterion
comprises any of a group including a predefined time domain amplitude distribution and a predefined envelope of spectral
amplitudes.
[0031] Accordingly, in a further embodiment of the method according to the invention, the processed represented first
signal is arranged in accordance with a predefined time domain amplitude distribution.
[0032] In a still further embodiment of the method according to the invention, the processed represented first signal
is arranged in accordance with a predefined envelope of spectral amplitudes.
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[0033] For providing a signal which accurately meets predefined quality criteria in both the frequency and time domain,
according to the invention, at least one of the time domain amplitude distribution and the envelope of spectral amplitudes
is approached by an iteration process. Amplitude and frequency shaping may be repeated as often as required until
both shapes meet the requirements within reasonable accuracy.
[0034] In an embodiment of the invention, the iteration process comprises a comparison, after any iteration step, of
any of the time domain amplitude distribution and envelope of spectral amplitudes of the processed represented first
signal with a predefined time domain amplitude distribution and predefined envelope of spectral amplitudes.
[0035] It has been observed that there is no need to perform a full time domain characteristic check after frequency
shaping to figure out whether the time domain characteristics are close enough to the requirements. A simple check of
the crest factor requirement has proven to be adequate in practice to enable the decision whether to stop or to continue
with the iteration. The crest factor of the signal is defined as the relation of the maximum or peak amplitude of the tones
of the signal compared to the average or rms value of the tones of the signal.
[0036] The method according to the invention as disclosed above is, in particular, suitable for generating, among
others, cross-talk noise.
[0037] If a signal having the characteristics of ingress noise is to be generated, in a second aspect of the method
according to the invention, the or each predefined quality criterion comprises at least one modulated carrier, the or each
modulated carrier including any of a group comprised of a carrier frequency, a carrier amplitude, a modulation depth,
and a modulation width.
[0038] By shaping the represented first signal in accordance with a quality criterion or quality criteria indicated above,
a signal representing a particular type of ingress noise, having a particular time domain amplitude distribution, and a
predefined envelope of spectral amplitudes can be easily and very efficiently provided.
[0039] In accordance with the method of the present invention, the signal meeting the or each predefined quality
criterion can be provided by combining a plurality of signals processed as disclosed above.
[0040] For use of the signal in, for example, the testing of a communication network or a communication device, the
processed represented signal has to be transformed from the frequency domain into the time domain using, among
others, a FFT algorithm, for example.
[0041] The invention further provides to combine the signals generated in accordance with the first and second aspect
as disclosed above. However, also other signal components may be included.
[0042] In particular, in accordance with the method of the present invention, the signal having the or each predefined
quality criterion is a noise signal.
[0043] In a third aspect of the invention, a method is disclosed of testing the operation of a communication system,
which method comprises the steps of:
-

35

-
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generating a signal having a predetermined quality criterion in accordance with the method of the invention disclosed
above, and
transferring the signal through the communication system under test.

[0044] The signals can be generated and stored using a set of instructions in a code format and executed in a predetermined order on a device. Such set of instructions can be software code compiled on a computer and stored in the
computer or a network of computers or a floppy or CD-ROM or through the Internet. The software and/or signals produced
can also be stored on an Arbitrary Wave Form Generator (AWG) card and the AWG can be used to generate the signals
or to reproduce stored signals from the memory. It is therefore possible to have a library of signals available stored on
a data carrier that can be used in the execution or use of the method according to the invention.
[0045] The communication systems can be devices such as xDSL modems, or chips within or for such modems, or
cables in the network, or networks for (tele)-communication.
[0046] In a fourth aspect of the present invention a further method is disclosed of arranging a signal for use on or in
a communication system. Preferably the signal is a noise signal. The signal may comprise crosstalk noise that is a
random signal with predetermined properties in the frequency domain and in the time domain. The signal can furthermore
comprise rfi-tones that have a discrete frequency spectrum. Also other signal components can be included in the signal.
[0047] The method comprising the steps of:
-

55

-

representing a first signal in time domain having a time domain amplitude distribution, the signal having a spectral
density in the frequency domain, thereby achieving a represented signal;
processing the represented signal in accordance with a non-linear transformation, the non-linear transformation
achieving at least one predefined quality criterion,
the time domain amplitude distribution of the represented signal being processed at least with an inverse function
of a predetermined time domain amplitude distribution.
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[0048] The method may further comprise the step of comparing the time domain amplitude distribution of the represented signal with the predetermined time domain amplitude distribution, and thereafter arranging the non-linear transformation in order to achieve a processed represented signal having a time domain amplitude distribution approaching
the predetermined time domain amplitude distribution.
[0049] In a fifth aspect of the present invention a method is disclosed of further comprising the step of comparing the
time domain amplitude distribution of the represented signal with the predetermined time domain amplitude distribution,
and thereafter arranging the non-linear transformation in order to achieve a processed represented signal having a time
domain amplitude distribution approaching the predetermined time domain amplitude distribution.
[0050] According to the fifth aspect of the invention the method can also comprise the steps of representing a first
signal in time domain and with an amplitude distribution and the signal having a spectral density in the frequency domain,
thereby achieving a represented signal, and filtering the represented signal in the frequency domain including the steps
of evaluating at least part of the signal representation in the frequency domain and thereafter processing the represented
signal in the frequency domain.
[0051] The methods of the fourth and fifth aspect of the invention can be combined. The methods of the fourth and
fifth aspect of the invention allow to make a signal in different iterative steps that has a predetermined amplitude distribution
and/or that has a predetermined spectral density or that has a amplitude distribution and/or that has a spectral density
according to a predefined quality criterion. The predefined quality criterion can be the crest factor of the signal, that is
the relation of the maximum or peak value of tones of the signal compared to the average value or rms-value of the
tones of the signal. The processing steps as recited hereabove can comprise the steps of a Fast Fourier Transformation
(FFT) or Inverse Fast Fourier Transformation (IFFT). The processing steps can also a include operations such as a
convolution or deconvolution or multiplication or add-on of signals.
[0052] In the method of the fourth aspect, the amplitude distribution of the represented signal is processed including
a function of the predetermined amplitude distribution, which can include an inverse function of the predetermined
amplitude distribution.
[0053] The method as recited of the fourth and fifth aspect of the invention can further comprise the steps of transforming
the first signal in the frequency domain; multiplying the first signal in the frequency domain with a spectral envelope
thereby achieving a multiplied signal; and thereafter representing the multiplied signal in time domain.
[0054] In the methods, the first signal in its representation in the frequency domain can be generated as a set of
random numbers, preferably complex numbers the modulus of the complex number characterizing amplitude, the argument of the complex number characterizing phase and the real and/or the imaginary part of essentially each of the
complex numbers can be chosen according to a Gaussian distribution. Each of the complex numbers can be substantially
equal to the amplitude of the predetermined spectral density.
[0055] In a sixth aspect of the present invention, a signal is disclosed comprising at least a random noise signal, the
random signal having an amplitude distribution in the time domain according to a predetermined quality criterion and a
spectral density in the frequency domain according to a predetermined quality criterion, the random signal being composed of an array of random numbers. The signal can further comprise a discrete frequency spectrum. The noise signal
can be generated using a set of instructions in a code format and being executed in a predetermined order. Such set of
instructions can be software code compiled on a computer and stored in the computer or a network of computers or a
floppy or CD-ROM or through the internet. The software can also be stored on an Arbitrary Wave Form Generator (AWG)
card and the AWG can be used to generate the signals or reproduce stored signals from the memory. It is therefore
possible to have a library of signals available that can be used in the execution or use of the methods of the fourth and
fifth aspect of the invention.
[0056] In a seventh aspect of the present invention, a method is disclosed of generating a signal comprising at least
a random noise signal, the random signal having an amplitude distribution in the time domain according to a predefined
quality criterion and having a spectral density in the frequency domain according to a predefined quality criterion, the
random signal being composed of an array of random numbers, the method comprising the step of generating a random
set of numbers using a set of instructions in a code format and being executed in a predetermined order. The method
can further comprise the step of generating a discrete frequency spectrum, the discrete frequency spectrum using
goniometry functions and modulating essentially each of the discrete frequencies with a noise characteristic. The random
noise signal and the discrete frequency spectrum can be combined using a set of instructions in a code format and being
executed in a predetermined order.
[0057] In an eight aspect of the present invention, a set of instructions is disclosed in a code format and executable
in a predetermined order, the set of instructions being arranged for generating a random noise signal and a discrete
frequency spectrum, the random signal having an amplitude distribution in the time domain according to a predetermined
quality criterion and having a spectral density in the frequency domain according to a predetermined quality criterion.
Such set of instructions can be software code compiled on a computer and stored in the computer or a network of
computers or a floppy or CD-ROM or through the internet. The software can also be stored on an Arbitrary Wave Form
Generator (AWG) card and the AWG can be used to generate the signals or reproduce stored signals from the memory.
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It is therefore possible to have a library of signals available that can be used. The software can be C-code or can be
compiled in a MATLAB environment.
[0058] In a ninth aspect of the present invention, a system for testing the operation of a communication system is
disclosed comprising a set of instructions in a code format and executable in a predetermined order and compiled on a
device, the set of instructions being arranged for generating a noise signal comprising at least one of a random noise
signal and a discrete frequency spectrum, the random signal having an amplitude distribution in the time domain according
to a predetermined quality criterion and having a spectral density in the frequency domain according to a predetermined
quality criterion. The test system according to this aspect of the invention can comprise an impairment generator for
generating the noise signal.
[0059] The connection elements (transformers, active devices, attenuators, etc.) that connect the impairment generator
to the communication system that is tested can have an unwanted frequency dependent response. The unwanted
frequency dependent response can be measured for instance by generating specific test signals in the impairment
generator. The unwanted frequency dependent response can be compensated by multiplying the desired spectral density
of the signal divided by the unwanted frequency dependent response of the connection element.
[0060] In a tenth aspect of the present invention, a method of testing the operation of a communication system such
as a xDSL modem is disclosed. The method comprises the step of superposing on a signal transceived by a the modem,
a signal comprising at least one of a random noise signal and a discrete frequency spectrum, the random signal having
an amplitude distribution in the time domain according to a predefined quality criterion and having a spectral density in
the frequency domain according to a predetermined quality criterion., the noise signal furthermore being composed of
an array of random numbers.
[0061] In an eleventh aspect of the present invention a method of testing the quality of operation of a communication
system is disclosed. The method comprises the steps of superposing on a signal transceived by a the modem, a signal
comprising at least one of a random noise signal and a discrete frequency spectrum, the random signal having an
amplitude distribution in the time domain according to a predetermined quality criterion and having a spectral density in
the frequency domain according to a predefined quality criterion, the noise signal furthermore being composed of an
array of random numbers, and evaluating the transceived signal according to a predefined quality criterion.
[0062] Yet in a twelfth aspect of the present invention, a method of improving the design and/or production of a
communication system is disclosed, the method comprising the steps of superposing on a signal transceived by a the
modem, superposing on a signal transceived by the modem, a signal comprising at least one of a random noise signal
and a discrete frequency spectrum, the random signal having an amplitude distribution in the time domain according to
a predetermined quality criterion and having a spectral density in the frequency domain according to a predetermined
quality criterion, the noise signal furthermore being composed of an array of random numbers; evaluating the transceived
signal according to a predetermined quality criterion; and iteratively arranging the design of the modem in order to
approach closer to the quality criterion for evaluating the transceived signal.
[0063] In a thirteenth aspect of the present invention, a telecommunication network is disclosed including a signal
comprising at least one of a random noise signal and a discrete frequency spectrum, the random signal having an
amplitude distribution in the time domain according to a predetermined quality criterion and having a spectral density in
the frequency domain according to a predetermined quality criterion, the noise signal furthermore being composed of
an array of random numbers.
[0064] The features of the above-described aspects and embodiments of the invention can be combined.
[0065] The signal, the methods and the set of instructions recited hereabove will allow to have a better quality of signal
transmission over media such as telephone cables or wireless media. A better transmission of signals allows for a
broader providing of more services for the users of communication systems.
Brief Description of the Figures
[0066]

50

55

Figure 1 shows, in a block diagram, a set-up for a performance test in a communication system, using an impairment
generator operating in accordance with the method of the present invention.
Figure 2 shows a flow diagram type of embodiments of the method according to the invention.
Figure 3 shows, in a graphic representation, an embodiment of the method according to the invention for generating
ingress noise.
Figure 4 shows a flow diagram type of further embodiments of a method according to the invention.
Figure 5 shows an amplitude distortion (non-linear transformation) function Q(x) that amplifies the high amplitude
peaks or tones in a signal.
Figure 6 shows in a flow diagram an example embodiment of the invention.
Figures 7-11 show results that are obtained according to an embodiment of the invention.
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[0067] For the purpose of teaching the invention, aspects and embodiments of the signal and method and systems
of the invention are described below. It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that other alternative and equivalent
embodiments of the invention can be conceived and reduced to practice without departing form the true spirit of the
invention. The scope of the invention being limited only by the appended claims.
[0068] In an embodiment of the invention, a system for testing the operation of a communication system such as a
xDSL transceiver is disclosed. The set up of a test equipment for a high penetration of systems scenario in operational
access networks is described.
[0069] A method is disclosed of arranging a signal for use on or in a communication system.
[0070] The purpose of transmission performance tests is to stress xDSL transceivers in a way that is representative
to a high penetration of systems scenario in operational access networks. This high penetration approach enables:
(i) component and system designers to quantify the performance and to use it to improve their design and to prove
compliance with standards; and
(ii) operators to define deployment rules that apply to most operational situations.

15

[0071]
20

•
•
•
•

Figure 1 illustrates the functional description of a possible test set-up 1. It includes:

a test loop 2, being a real cable or a cable simulator;
an adding element 3 to inject impairment noise into the test loop 2;
a high impedance, and well balanced differential voltage probe 4, connected with level detectors 5 such as a spectrum
analyser or an rms volt meter, for example, (not shown), and
xDSL transceivers (modems) 6, 7 under test.

25

30

35

When external splitters are required for the xDSL system under test (for POTS or ISDN signals), these splitter can be
included in the modems 6, 7 under test.
[0072] The signal flow through the test equipment set-up 1 is from port Tx to port Rx, which means that measuring
upstream and downstream performance requires an interchange of transceiver position and test "cable" ends. The
received signal level at port Rx is the level, measured between node A2 and B2, when port Tx as well as port Rx are
terminated with the xDSL transceivers (modems) 6, 7 under test. The impairment generator 8 is switched off during this
measurement. The transmitted signal level at port Tx is the level, measured between node A1 and B1, under the same
conditions.
[0073] The noise that the impairment generator 8 should inject into the test set-up 1 is frequency dependent. The
noise which the impairment generator 8 injects into the test set-up 1 should be a realistic representation of a real (spectral
polluted) access network, and is:
(a) dependent on the length of the test loop 2, and
(b) different for downstream performance tests and upstream performance tests.

40

45

50

This impairment noise, measured between node A2 and B2, is usually a mix of random, impulsive and harmonic noise
(the rfi-tones). A set of characteristics is identified as a "noise profile".
[0074] The signal and noise levels are probed with a well balanced differential voltage probe 4.
[0075] In a fully automated test set-up 1 the test loop 2, 3 the voltage probe 4 and level detector 5, the modems under
test 6, 7 and the impairment generator 8 may connect to a Central Processing Unit (CPU) 9, as schematically indicated
with broken lines. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the connections with the CPU 9 may involve data links for
remote testing by the CPU 9.
[0076] Definitions that are relevant for the use of the test equipment are the following :
•
•
•

Probing an rms-voltage Urms [V] in this set-up, over the full signal band, means a power level of P [dBm] that equals:
P = 10 3 log10 (U rms2/ Rv 3 1000) [dBm];
Probing an rms-voltage Urms [V] in this set-up, within a small frequency band of Δf (in Hertz), means a power spectral
density level_of P [dBm/Hz] within that filtered band that equals: P = 10 3 log10 (Urms2/ Rv 3 1000 / Δf) [dBm/Hz];
The bandwidth Δf identifies the noise bandwidth of the filter, and not the -3dB bandwidth.

55

[0077] Figure 2 shows schematically embodiments of the method for arranging a signal Ui(t) i=1,2,3,... for use on or
in a communication system in accordance with the invention. The signal may comprise cross-talk noise, that is a random
signal with predetermined properties in the frequency domain and in the time domain.
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[0078] As represented by flow [1] of Figure 2, the method comprises the steps of representing a first signal comprising
a plurality of frequency components each having spectral amplitude and phase properties, block 10 "First signal", and
processing the represented signal by arranging the spectral amplitude properties in accordance with at least one predefined quality criterion, as well as arranging random phase properties, block 11 "Arrange", thereby achieving a processed
represented signal.
[0079] The first signal may be represented by a first set of numbers specifying a spectral amplitude and phase of each
frequency component. Further, the first signal may be represented by a second set of complex numbers, having a real
part and an imaginary part, which parts in combination specify a spectral amplitude and phase of each frequency
component. That is, the modulus of a complex number characterises the spectral amplitude whereas the argument of
the complex number characterises the phase of the frequency component.
[0080] In accordance with the present invention, the represented first signal 10 is processed to arrange random phase
properties. However, starting from a represented first signal 10 having random phase properties, for shaping the frequency
of the signal in accordance with the predefined quality criterion, it suffices to shape the spectral amplitude of the frequency
components.
[0081] The method may also comprise the steps of representing the first signal in the time domain, in that the first
signal is represented by a third set of numbers each specifying an amplitude of the first signal in the time domain. By
transforming the third set of numbers from the time domain into the frequency domain, for example using an FFT
algorithm, a fourth set of numbers is achieved specifying a spectral amplitude and phase of each frequency component.
Likewise, the fourth set of numbers is to be processed by arranging the spectral amplitude properties in accordance
with the at least one predefined quality criterion, as well as arranging its random phase properties.
[0082] By transforming the processed represented signal from the frequency domain into the time domain, for example
using an Inverse FFT algorithm (IFFT), block 12 "Transform", the signal U1(t) having the at least one predefined quality
criterion is eventually generated.
[0083] While the signal U1(t) meets at least one predefined quality criterion in the frequency domain, such as a spectral
envelope and/or pre-emphasise properties, it may yet be required to provide a signal having a predefined quality criterion
in the time domain.
[0084] As disclosed in flows [2] and [3] of Figure 2, i.e. block 13 "Amplitude Shape" and block 14 "Frequency Shape",
the quality criterion in the time domain may comprise a predefined amplitude distribution and/or a predefined envelope
of spectral amplitudes.
[0085] The method can also comprise the step of making a signal in different iterative steps, see Figure 2 [4]. Block
15 "Test Shape" and back coupling loop 16. Thus the signal can have a predetermined time domain amplitude distribution
and/or a predetermined envelope of spectral amplitudes and/or a spectral density according to predetermined quality
criterion’s.
[0086] The at least one predetermined quality criterion can be the crest factor of the signal that is a relation of the
maximum or peak value of the tones of the signal compared to the average or rms value of the tones of the signal.
[0087] The signals can be generated and stored using a set of instructions in a code format and executable in a
predetermined order and compiled on a device. Such set of instructions can be software code compiled on a computer
and stored in the computer or a network of computers or a floppy or CD-ROM or through the Internet. The software can
also be stored on an Arbitrary Wave Form Generator (AWG) card and the AWG can be used to generate the signals or
reproduce stored signals from the memory. It is therefore possible to have a library of signals available that can be used
in the execution or use of the methods of the first and second aspect of the invention. The communication systems can
be devices such as xDSL modems 6, 7, or chips within or for such modems 6, 7, or networks for telecommunication.
[0088] The processing in block 13 "Amplitude Shape" in Figure 2 is done for achieving an impact or control on the
time domain characteristics. An amplitude distortion (transformation) function Q(x) is chosen that amplifies the high
amplitude peaks or tones in the signal. A non-linear transformation function Q(x) can be reconstructed from the actual
amplitude distribution function of the signal and the predetermined amplitude distribution function.
[0089] For a noise signal f(t) in the time period t in between 0 en T, the amplitude distribution F(a) of the signal is
defined as a fraction of the time that the noise f in absolute value is larger than a. If G(a) is the predetermined amplitude
distribution (such as an enhanced-Gaussian, see below), and G-1(a) is the inverse function thereof, the transformation
function Q(x) to make an intermediate or final signal g(t) from the noise signal f(t) can be defined as:

55
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sign(x)=x/|x| for x<>0; sign(x)=0 for x=0;
As a result g(t) will have the predetermined amplitude distribution G(a). Q(x) in a number of cases can be an analytical
function but can also be numerically constructed.
An example of an enhanced Gaussian function is as follows.
[0090] The amplitude distribution of Gaussian type noise is:

10

with:
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and with σ being the RMS value of the signal.
[0091] The "enhanced" Gaussian distribution is defined as:

25

[0092]

If VRMS is the desired RMS value of the noise sample, and Cf being the desired crest factor, choose:
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[0093] Typical values for α that have proven useful are of a magnitude between 0.001 and 0.01, and this represents
the deviation of enhanced Gaussian distributed from a true Gaussian distribution.
[0094] In block 14, Frequency Shape, of Figure 2, the frequency domain characteristics of the signal are improved,
as a posed-processing step to achieve a closer match to the or each quality criterion. The corrected frequency curve
can be achieved, for example, by comparing (dividing) a predetermined spectral density through the measured spectral
density of the (intermediate) signal U2(t). An example hereof is given in the best mode embodiment described in the
sequel with a convolution of FFT functions.
[0095] In the part [4] of Figure 2, it is shown how an iterative procedure of the steps detailed here above may lead to
a further improvement of the finish or final signal for use in or on a communication system. The iterative procedure, i.e.
testing of the frequency shape by block 15, Test Shape, and back coupling loop 16, is executed until the predetermined
quality criterion(s) are achieved.
[0096] Figure 3 illustrates in a schematic, graphic representation use of the method according to the invention for the
provision of an ingress noise signal.
[0097] As disclosed in the preamble, ingress noise may be characterised by a plurality of frequency components at
discrete carrier frequencies fci, i=1,2,3, .... The frequency components at the carrier frequency fci each having a carrier
amplitude Aci, i=1,2,3, ..., and, if applicable, having a modulation width, i.e. a number of discrete frequencies at the left
and right hand side of the associated carrier frequency fci, as well as having a modulation depth, that is the amplitude
of the side frequencies associated with the respective carrier frequency fci.
[0098] Figure 3 shows, in a graphic representation having a horizontal or frequency axis f and a vertical or amplitude
axis A, by way of example only, a signal comprised of two carrier frequencies fc1 and fc2, having a carrier amplitude
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Ac1 and Ac2, respectively.
[0099] Around the carrier frequency fc1 at each side thereof three side frequency components are arranged, each
having an amplitude A1. For the frequency component at carrier frequency fc2 on each side thereof two side frequency
components are arranged, each having an amplitude A2.
[0100] In accordance with the present invention, for providing a signal having at least one predefined quality criterion,
the amplitude of the frequency components have to be shaped, such as disclosed by the dotted lines 1 and 2 in Figure 3.
[0101] Starting from a represented first signal having random phase properties, in accordance with the present invention, by the shaping of the amplitudes, the random phase properties are maintained in the signal to be provided having
the predefined quality criterion.
[0102] Figure 4 shows schematically a further embodiment of a method for arranging a signal for use in or on a
communication system, in particular for use if random phase properties are already provided for. The signal comprises
crosstalk noise that is a random signal with predetermined properties in the frequency domain and in the time domain.
The signal can furthermore comprise rfi-tones that have a discrete frequency spectrum. Also other signal components
can be included in the signal.
[0103] The method further may comprise the steps of representing a first signal in time domain and with an amplitude
distribution and the signal having a spectral density in the frequency domain, thereby achieving a represented signal,
and processing the represented signal according to a non-linear transformation, the non-linear transformation achieving
a predetermined quality criterion. This is shown as amplitude shaping in Figure 4, flows [2-4].
[0104] The method further may comprise the step of representing a first signal in time domain and with an amplitude
distribution and the signal having a spectral density in the frequency domain, thereby achieving a represented signal,
and processing the represented signal until a signal is achieved having a spectral density according to a predetermined
spectral density quality criterion. This is shown as frequency shaping in Figure 4, flows [2-4]. The frequency shaping
step can also comprise the step of filtering the represented signal in the frequency domain including the steps of evaluating
at least part of the signal representation in the frequency domain and thereafter processing the signal representation in
the frequency domain.
[0105] The method may also comprise the step of making a signal in different iterative steps, see Figure 4 flow [4].
Thus the signal can have a predetermined time domain amplitude distribution and/or a predetermined spectral density
or a time domain amplitude distribution and/or a spectral density according to a predefined quality criterion. The predefined
quality criterion can be the crest factor of the signal, that is a relation of the maximum or peak value of the tones of the
signal compared to the average value of the tones of the signal. The signals can be generated and stored using a set
of instructions in a code format and executable in a predetermined order and compiled on a device.
[0106] Likewise, the set of instructions can be software code compiled on a computer and stored in the computer or
a network of computers or a floppy or CD-ROM or through the internet. The software can also be stored on an Arbitrary
Wave Form Generator (AWG) card and the AWG can be used to generate the signals or reproduce stored signals from
the memory. It is therefore possible to have a library of signals available that can be used in the execution or use of the
methods of the invention. The communication systems can be devices such as xDSL modems, or chips within or for
such modems, or networks for telecommunication. In detail the following embodiment is shown in Figure 4.
[0107] Using software, random numbers are generated, block 16, "Create Noise". In hardware white noise can be
generated. The random numbers are filtered until a predetermined spectral density is achieved. The random numbers
that are generated each represent a frequency component. The necessary processing to achieve a predetermined
spectral density is executed by scaling the amplitude of the complex numbers and thereafter an IFFT processing is done
in order to make the desired noise signal. Another way of executing the method is to generate random numbers that
represent the phase of each frequency component and thereafter the amplitude of the complex numbers is arranged to
approach or be equal to a predetermined spectral density
[0108] The processing in block 13, "Amplitude Shape", is done for achieving an impact or control on the time domain
characteristic. An amplitude distortion (transformation) function Q(x) is chosen that amplifies the high amplitude peaks
or tones in the signal is shown in Figure 5. The non-linear transformation function Q(x) can be reconstructed from the
actual amplitude distribution function of the signal and the predetermined amplitude distribution function, as disclosed
above in connection with the equations (1-7).
[0109] In block 14, "Frequency Shape" of Figure 4, the frequency domain characteristics of the signal are improved.
The corrected frequency curve is achieved by comparing (dividing) a predetermined spectral density through the measured spectral density of the (intermediate) signal. An example hereof is given in the best mode embodiment described
in the sequel with a convolution of FFT functions.
[0110] In the flow [4] of Figure 4, like in the flow [4] of Figure 2, again it is shown how an iterative procedure of the
steps detailed hereabove may lead to a further improvement of the final for use in or on a communication system. The
iterative procedure is executed until the predetermined quality criterions are achieved.
[0111] With the method according to the invention, as disclosed above, signals representing cross-talk noise and
ingress noise can be generated with a device, such as an impairment generator 8, see Figure 1, which may be arranged
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for providing a signal comprised of both a cross-talk noise signal and an ingress noise signal, while other signal components may be added to the output signal to be provided, if required.
[0112] The signal to be provided, in an embodiment of the invention, can be advantageously provided as a sixth set
of numbers in the time domain, for example an array of numbers.
[0113] Figure 6 shows, in a flow type diagram, an example embodiment of the invention, running on a Personal
Computer 20. The impairment noise is generated by block 21, called SPOCS, comprising a block 22, "White noise
signal", a block 23 "Spectral shaping", provided by FFT, a block 24, "Desired noise signal", produced from the output of
block 23 by IFFT, the resulting signal of which is stored on an AWG card 25. In the crosstalk scenario, i.e. block 26, a
noise PSD is created, block 27, which is further processed by block 23.
[0114] A best mode embodiment of the set of instructions of the invention is disclosed here below. The code given
here below is compiled in a MATLAB environment. Comments related to the functionality of the code are given after the
% signs. For a person skilled in the art, the code provided is self-explanatory.
[0115] Figures 7-9 show results obtained with the best mode embodiment. Figure 8 shows a plot of the spectrum of
the generated noise sample plus the PSD of the noise profile. Figure 9 shows a plot of the generated noise sample in
the time domain. Figure 10 shows a plot of the distribution function of the generated noise sample. Figure 11 shows a
plot of the cumulative distribution functiopn of the generated noise sample. Figure 7 shows a graphical User Interface
(UI) and settings of the AWG control.
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Claims
1.

A method of generating a time domain random signal having a predefined envelope of spectral amplitudes, for use
in or on a communication system, characterized by the steps of:
- representing a first signal in a frequency domain comprising a plurality of frequency components each having
spectral amplitude and phase properties;
- arranging the first signal to have random phase properties in the frequency domain; and
- processing said represented first signal in the frequency domain by shaping said spectral amplitude properties
of the frequency components having the random phase properties in accordance with the predefined envelope
of spectral amplitudes; and
- transforming the represented first signal in the frequency domain to a time domain in order to generate said
time domain random signal.

45

50

2.

The method according to claim 1 comprising processing the transformed time domain representation of said first
signal to set a time domain amplitude distribution of said first signal to a predefined time domain amplitude distribution.

3.

The method according to claim 2, further comprising the steps of:

55
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- transforming said time domain representation of the first signal to the frequency domain; and
- multiplying amplitudes of said first signal in said frequency domain with a spectral envelope, thereby achieving
a multiplied signal with adapted spectral amplitude properties; and
- transforming said multiplied signal to the time domain.
5

4.

The method according to claim 2, wherein, the time domain amplitude distribution of the time domain representation
of the first signal f (t) is adapted by taking a function Q{f(t)} of said time domain representation of the first signal f(t)
and wherein said function Q is determined as: Q(x) = sign (x) G-1 (F(|x|)), wherein: sign(x)=x/lxl for x greater than
or smaller than 0 and sign (x)=0 for x=0; F being said time domain amplitude distribution of said represented signal;
and G being said predefined time domain amplitude distribution function, G -1 being an inverse function of a predetermined time domain amplitude distribution.

5.

The method according to claim 2 or 3, wherein a combination of said processing of the first signal in the frequency
domain and processing the time domain representation of said first signal are iteratively executed.

6.

The method according to claim 5, wherein iterations of said processing of the first signal in the frequency domain
and processing the time domain representation of said first signal are repeated until a predetermined crest factor
is achieved.

7.

The method according to claim 1, wherein said representation of the first signal in the frequency domain is generated
as a set of complex numbers, the modulus of each complex number characterizing an amplitude, the argument of
said complex number characterizing a phase, wherein said modulus of essentially each of said complex numbers
is selected substantially equal to said amplitude of said predetermined spectral density and said argument of essentially each of said complex numbers is randomly selected.

8.

The method according to any of the previous claims, wherein the first signal comprises at least one modulated
carrier, the or each modulated carrier including any of a group comprised of a carrier frequency, a carrier amplitude,
a modulation depth, and a modulation width.

9.

The method according to any one of the preceding claims as part of testing the operation of a communication system,
said method further comprising the step of:
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- transferring said time domain random signal through said communication system.
35
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10. The method according to claim 9, wherein the communication system comprises a modem, said method comprising
the step of superposing on a signal handled by said modem, a time domain random signal generated in accordance
with the method of any of claims 1-8.
11. The method according to claim 10, the method comprising evaluating said signal handled by said modem according
to a predetermined quality criterion.
12. A device comprising processing means, memory means and arbitrary wave generator means, arranged for generating said first signal, using the method of any of claims 1-8, the first signal having at least a predetermined envelope
of spectral amplitude and random phase properties.

45

13. A system comprising a device according to claim 12, the system comprising modem means, and cable means,
wherein said processing means are arranged for controlling said arbitrary wave generator means, modem means
and cable means for automated measurement and/or monitoring purposes.
50

14. A time domain random signal generated according to any of claims 1 - 8 and having the properties of the first signal
of any of claims 1-8, the time domain random signal having the predefined time domain amplitude distribution and
envelope of spectral amplitude and random phase properties.

55

Patentansprüche
1.

Verfahren zum Erzeugen eines Zeitdomänen-Zufallssignals mit einem vordefinierten Umfang spektraler Amplituden
zur Verwendung in oder auf einem Kommunikationssystem, gekennzeichnet durch folgende Schritte:

26
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- Darstellung eines ersten Signals in einer Frequenzdomäne, umfassend eine Vielzahl von Frequenzkomponenten mit jeweils einer spektralen Amplitude und Phaseneigenschaften;
- Anordnung des ersten Signals, um zufällige Phaseneigenschaften in der Frequenzdomäne zu haben; und
- Verarbeitung des dargestellten ersten Signals in der Frequenzdomäne durch Bildung der spektralen Amplitudeneigenschaften der Frequenzkomponenten mit den Zufallsphaseneigenschaften in Übereinstimmung mit
dem vordefinierten Umfang spektraler Amplituden; und
- Transformation des dargestellten ersten Signals in der Frequenzdomäne in eine Zeitdomäne, um das Zeitdomänen-Zufallssignal zu erzeugen.

5
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2.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, umfassend die Verarbeitung der transformierten Zeitdomänendarstellung des ersten
Signals, um eine Zeitdomänen-Amplitudenverteilung des ersten Signals auf eine vordefinierte Zeitdomänen-Amplitudenverteilung einzustellen.

3.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, ferner umfassend folgende Schritte:

15

- Transformation der Zeitdomänendarstellung des ersten Signals in die Frequenzdomäne; und
- Vervielfältigung von Amplituden des ersten Signals in der Frequenzdomäne mit einem spektralen Umfang,
um dadurch ein vervielfältigtes Signal mit angepassten spektralen Amplitudeneigenschaften zu erhalten; und
- Transformation des vervielfältigten Signals in die Zeitdomäne.
20

4.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Zeitdomänen-Amplitudenverteilung der Zeitdomänendarstellung des ersten
Signals f(t) angepasst wird, indem eine Funktion Q{f(t)} der Zeitdomänendarstellung des ersten Signals f(t) genommen wird und wobei die Funktion Q bestimmt wird als: Q(x) = Vorzeichen (x) G-1 (F(|x|)), wobei: Vorzeichen(x)=x/lxl
für x größer als oder kleiner als 0 und Vorzeichen (x)=0 für x=0 steht; F die Zeitdomänen-Amplitudenverteilung des
dargestellten Signals ist; und G die vordefinierte Zeitdomänen-Amplitudenverteilungsfunktion ist, wobei G-1 eine
Umkehrfunktion einer vorbestimmten Zeitdomänen-Amplitudenverteilung ist.

5.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 2 oder 3, wobei eine Kombination der Verarbeitung des ersten Signals in der Frequenzdomäne und Verarbeitung der Zeitdomänendarstellung des ersten Signals iterativ ausgeführt werden.

6.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, wobei Iterationen der Verarbeitung des ersten Signals in der Frequenzdomäne und
Verarbeitung der Zeitdomänendarstellung des ersten Signals wiederholt werden, bis ein vorbestimmter Scheitelfaktor erreicht ist.

7.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Darstellung des ersten Signals in der Frequenzdomäne als ein Satz komplexer
Zahlen erzeugt wird, der Modulus von jeder komplexen Zahl eine Amplitude kennzeichnet, das Argument der komplexen Zahl eine Phase gekennzeichnet, wobei der Modulus von im Wesentlichen jeder der komplexen Zahlen im
Wesentlichen gleich der Amplitude der vorbestimmten spektralen Dichte ausgewählt wird und das Argument von
im Wesentlichen jeder der komplexen Zahlen willkürlich ausgewählt wird.

8.

Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das erste Signal mindestens einen modulierten Träger
umfasst, welcher oder welche modulierte(n) Träger ein beliebiges einer Gruppe, umfassend eine Trägerfrequenz,
eine Trägeramplitude, eine Modulationstiefe und eine Modulationsbreite, umfasst/umfassen.

9.

Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche als Teil des Testens des Betriebs eines Kommunikationssystems, welches Verfahren ferner folgenden Schritt umfasst:
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- Übertragung des Zeitdomänen-Zufallssignals durch das Kommunikationssystem.
50
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10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 9, wobei das Kommunikationssystem ein Modem umfasst, das Verfahren umfassend den
Schritt der Überlagerung auf ein von dem Modem behandelten Signal ein Zeitdomänen-Zufallssignal, erzeugt in
Übereinstimmung mit dem Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1-8.
11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, das Verfahren umfassend die Beurteilung des von dem Modem behandelten Signals
gemäß einem vorbestimmten Qualitätskriterium.
12. Vorrichtung, umfassend Verarbeitungsmittel, Speichermittel und Zufallswellengeneratormittel, angeordnet zum Erzeugen des ersten Signals unter Verwendung des Verfahrens nach einem der Ansprüche 1-8, welches erste Signal

27
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mindestens einen vorbestimmten Umfang spektraler Amplitude und Zufallsphaseneigenschaften aufweist.

5

13. System, umfassend eine Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 12, das System umfassend Modemmittel und Kabelmittel,
wobei die Verarbeitungsmittel angeordnet sind, um die Zufallswellengeneratormittel, Modemmittel und Kabelmittel
zu Zwecken der automatischen Messung und/oder Überwachung zu steuern.
14. Zeitdomänen-Zufallssignal, erzeugt nach einem der Ansprüche 1-8 und mit den Eigenschaften des ersten Signals
nach einem der Ansprüche 1-8, welches Zeitdomänen-Zufallssignal die vordefinierte Zeitdomänen-Amplitudenverteilung und den Umfang spektraler Amplitude und die Zufallsphaseneigenschaften aufweist.

10

Revendications
1.
15

Méthode de génération d’un signal aléatoire de domaine temporel ayant une enveloppe prédéfinie d’amplitudes
spectrales, à utiliser dans ou sur un système de communication, caractérisée par les étapes consistant à :
- représenter un premier signal dans un domaine fréquentiel comprenant une pluralité de composantes fréquentielles ayant chacune des propriétés d’amplitude spectrale et de phase ;
- prévoir le premier signal pour qu’il ait des propriétés de phase aléatoire dans le domaine fréquentiel ; et
- traiter ledit premier signal représenté dans le domaine fréquentiel en mettant en formes lesdites propriétés
d’amplitude spectrale des composantes fréquentielles ayant les propriétés de phase aléatoire selon l’enveloppe
prédéfinie d’amplitudes spectrales ; et
- transformer le premier signal représenté dans le domaine fréquentiel en un domaine temporel pour générer
ledit signal aléatoire de domaine temporel.

20
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2.

Méthode selon la revendication 1, comprenant le traitement de la représentation de domaine temporel transformé
dudit premier signal pour établir une distribution d’amplitudes de domaine temporel dudit premier signal à une
distribution d’amplitudes de domaine temporel prédéfinie.

3.

Méthode selon la revendication 2, comprenant en outre les étapes consistant à:
- transformer ladite représentation de domaine temporel du premier signal au domaine fréquentiel ;
- multiplier des amplitudes dudit premier signal dans ledit domaine fréquentiel avec une enveloppe spectrale,
en obtenant ainsi un signal multiplié ayant des propriétés d’amplitude spectrale adaptées ; et
- transformer ledit signal multiplié en le domaine temporel.

35

4.

Méthode selon la revendication 2, dans laquelle la distribution d’amplitudes de domaine temporel de la représentation
de domaine temporel du premier signal f(t) est adaptée en prenant une fonction Q{f(t)} de ladite représentation de
domaine temporel du premier signal f(t), et dans laquelle ladite fonction Q est déterminée en tant que : Q(x) = sign
G-1(F(|x|)), dans laquelle : sign G-1(F(|x|)) est pour x supérieur ou inférieur à 0, et sign(x) = 0 pour x = 0 ; F étant
ladite distribution d’amplitudes de domaine temporel dudit signal représenté ; et G étant ladite fonction de distribution
d’amplitudes de domaine temporel prédéfinie, G-1 étant une fonction inverse d’une distribution d’amplitudes de
domaine temporel prédéfinie.

5.

Méthode selon la revendication 2 ou 3, dans ledit traitement du premier signal dans le domaine fréquentiel et ledit
traitement de la représentation de domaine temporel dudit premier signal sont exécutés en combinaison de manière
itérative.

6.

Méthode selon la revendication 5, dans laquelle des itérations dudit traitement du premier signal dans le domaine
fréquentiel et dudit traitement de la représentation de domaine temporel dudit premier signal sont répétées jusqu’à
ce qu’un facteur de crête prédéfini soit obtenu.

7.

Méthode selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle ladite représentation du premier signal dans le domaine fréquentiel
est générée sous la forme d’un ensemble de nombres complexes, le module de chaque nombre complexe caractérisant une amplitude, l’argument dudit nombre complexe caractérisant une phase, dans laquelle ledit module
d’essentiellement chacun desdits nombres complexes est sélectionné sensiblement égal à ladite amplitude de ladite
densité spectrale prédéfinie, et ledit argument de sensiblement chacun desdits nombres complexes est sélectionné
de manière aléatoire.
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8.

Méthode selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans laquelle le premier signal comprend au
moins une porteuse modulée, la ou chaque porteuse modulée comprenant une quelconque d’un groupe constitué
d’une fréquence de porteuse, d’une amplitude de porteuse, d’une profondeur de modulation et une largeur de
modulation.

9.

Méthode selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes en tant que partie d’un test du fonctionnement
d’un système de communication, ladite méthode comprenant en outre l’étape consistant à :

5

- transférer ledit signal aléatoire de domaine temporel à travers ledit système de communication.
10

10. Méthode selon la revendication 9, dans laquelle le système de communication comprend un modem, ladite méthode
comprenant l’étape consistant à superposer sur un signal traité par ledit modem, un signal aléatoire de domaine
temporel généré selon la méthode selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 8.
15
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11. Méthode selon la revendication 10, la méthode comprenant l’évaluation dudit signal traité par ledit modem selon
un critère de qualité prédéterminé.
12. Dispositif comprenant des moyens de traitement, des moyens de mémoire et des moyens générateurs d’onde
arbitraire, agencés pour générer ledit premier signal, utilisant la méthode selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 8, le premier signal ayant au moins une enveloppe prédéterminée d’amplitudes spectrales et des propriétés de
phase aléatoire.
13. Système comprenant un dispositif selon la revendication 12, le système comprenant des moyens formant modem,
et des moyens de câblage, dans lequel lesdits moyens de traitement sont agencés pour commander lesdits moyens
générateurs d’onde arbitraire, lesdits moyens formant modem et lesdits moyens de câblage étant à des fins de
mesure et/ou de surveillance automatisée(s).
14. Signal aléatoire de domaine temporel généré selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 8, et ayant les propriétés
du premier signal selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 8, le signal aléatoire de domaine temporel ayant
la distribution d’amplitudes de domaine temporel prédéfinie et une enveloppe d’amplitudes spectrales et des propriétés de phase aléatoire.
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